In this paper we show that any nontrivial Dehn surgery on a nontorus 2-bridge knot produces a manifold which is covered by R3. In particular, this manifold is irreducible and has infinite fundamental group. (As a consequence, it is also clear that 2-bridge knots satisfy property P, although this was shown previously by Takahashi (1981) using more algebraic techniques.~
injective, if no leaf "folds back infinitely on itself ', and if M\h is irreducible. That a leaf 1 does not "fold back infinitely on itself' is defined rigorously to mean that no (D2, aD2\{x}> embeds in (M3, 1) unless this embedding isotops into 1 modulo aD2\{x}. The essential lamination bridges the gap between incompressible surfaces, on the one hand, and taut foliations, on the other, and is a generalization of each of these.
A branched surface is an embedded singular 2-manifold whose singularities are of the type shown in Fig. l(a) . The set of singular points, which is clearly a l-manifold, is called the brunch locus. Branched surfaces arise naturally in the study of laminations, since laminations are often found lying in an Z-bundle neighborhood of a branched surface, transverse to the fibres, as in Fig. l(b) . In fact, any lamination in a compact 3-manifold may be placed in this position with respect to some branched surface after at most finitely many of its leaves are split apart. The lamination is said to be carried by the underlying branched surface, and it is fully carried if it intersects each fibre.
Our method of constructing a lamination is to begin with a branched surface and build what is known as a prefumination from that. Let 2 denote a branched surface with branch locus /3, and let S,, S,, . . . , S, be the components of 2 \p. A prelamination is obtained from the collection of product manifolds {Si X I) by identifying their "vertical boundaries" (C)S, x I} via maps of the interval to itself which respect the branching of J$ in the obvious way. A lamination is obtained from this prelamination by splitting along all of the singular leaves produced by this glueing. (See Fig. 2.) Let N(X) be an Z-bundle neighborhood of a branched surface z. The boundary of this set divides into a horizontal part, ah, transverse to vertical fibres, and a vertical part. a,, which is the union of annuli (see Fig. l(b) ). We will refer to the cores of these annuli as the cusp locus, since they correspond to cusps in the metric Fig. 2 . A prelamination and the lamination produced by splitting its singular leaves.
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closure of the complement of any lamination carried by this branched surface. (The "cusp locus" differs from "branch locus" in that it carries information about which components of the complement the cusps are attached to.) A central point of the work of Gabai and Oertel [4] is that a lamination carried by _Z is quite thoroughly understood by examining a,, a,,, and the components of the complement of N(X).
A branched surface 2 is called essential if, among other more technical conditions, the horizontal boundary of N(Z) is incompressible and Sincornpressible in the closure of the complement of N(C), the components of the complement of N(X) are irreducible, and Z fully carries a lamination. Any lamination fully carried by an essential branched surface is itself essential [4] .
Results
It is a well-known fact that a closed Haken manifold, that is, a closed, irreducible manifold containing an incompressible surface, is covered by R3. Recently, this has been shown also to be true for a closed 3-manifold containing an essential lamination [4] . Such a manifold will be referred to as a laminar manifold. In the present paper we show how this fact can be exploited to examine the results of Dehn surgery on 2-bridge knots.
This topic has been explored by several researchers, among them Gabai, Kazez, Hatcher, and Thurston. Let M,,,(K) be the r esult of doing m/l-Dehn surgery on a knot K. Kp,q designates a 2-bridge knot of type p/q (see [5] ) . Hatcher and Thurston, in their paper classifying incompressible surfaces in 2-bridge knot complements [5] , showed that M,,,,, (Kp,J is Haken for only finitely many surgery coefficients. Therefore it is natural to turn to essential laminations. Gabai and Kazez [3] showed that for nontorus fibred Kp,q, Mm,I(Kp,q) is laminar for any nontrivial surgery coefficients. Our Theorem 1.1 states that Mm,,(Kp,J is, in fact, laminar for any nontorus K,,,q (and any nontrivial surgery coefficients), and we give an explicit construction for the lamination. (There are, in fact, many laminations.) We have the immediate corollary:
Corollary. Mm,r(Kp,q) is covered by R3, and therefore is irreducible and has infinite fundamental group.
Remarks. In particular, this gives a relatively quick proof that 2-bridge knots have property P; for the case of torus knots, see [7] .
Remark. Naimi [8] has also achieved these results using a different construction.
Our method is to construct, in the complement of each knot satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, an essential lamination which is disjoint from the boundary and remains essential in the manifold produced by any nontrivial Dehn filling. This method differs from that of Naimi [81 in that Naimi exhibits a family of laminations for each knot complement, one of which meets the boundary in curves of each rational slope m/l and can be "capped off' with disks to produce an essential lamination in the manifold produced by m/l-filling.
Definition. An essential lamination or branched surface in the exterior of a knot or link which remains essential in the manifold produced by any nontrivial Dehn surgery will be called persistent.
The fundamental construction
We regard S3 as S2 X R U ( km). We will assume throughout that all embedded surfaces and branched surfaces are transverse to the horizontal (S2> levels of this fibering except for isolated morse critical points.
A 2-bridge knot may be arranged with a pair of horizontal arcs each in S2 x (O} and S2 X 111, the remainder of the knot being vertical. The four vertical segments distinguish four points in each horizontal sphere which they intersect. (We will refer to these points as punctures when speaking of S3\K.> With these points taken as the branch points of the branched cover {R2, Z2) --j {T2, 4 points) + {S2, 4 points), any horizontal arc joining a pair of them (or horizontal circle separating them in pairs) inherits a "slope" in the set Q u (l/O}. This slope is plainly seen if S2 is pictured as a pillowcase with the branch points at the corners (see Fig. 3 ). We arrange the upper horizontal arcs (the bridges) to have slope l/O. For the knot K p,4, the slope of the lower arcs will then be p/q. Throughout this paper we will assume that p and 4 are positive, p < q, (p, q) = 1. We will furthermore assume that p is even, with no loss of generality since Kp,q = Kcp_4j,4 = Kci_pj,4, the mirror image of Kc4_pj,4. The existence of a persistent lamination in the exterior of Kp,q clearly implies the existence of one in the exterior of Kd/q.
The group of (orientation-preserving) symmetries of the four-punctured sphere acts on the set Q U {l/O] of slopes as PSL,(Z) acting by modular transformations. This action is an extremely useful tool for studying curve systems of weighted arcs and circles in the four-punctured sphere. We consider, in particular, curve systems with the property that the sums of the weights assigned to the arcs meeting at each puncture are equal. These curve systems are of central importance to us, since they comprise the noncritical level sets of weighted surfaces spanning two-bridge knots.
We associate certain curve systems to points in the hyperbolic plane with coordinates given by the ideal triangulation shown in Fig. 4 , which, following [5] , we will refer to as the "Diagram". (Note that this triangulation is invariant under the action of Z?!%,(Z).) Rational ideal points represent circles or arcs of a single slope; points on edges represent systems involving two slopes, weighted according the barycentric coordinates of the point; interior points of simplices represent systems involving three slopes. If the level sets of a surface are curve systems of this type, the sequence of these level sets gives rise to a path in the Diagram. It was shown by Hatcher and Thurston [5] that incompressible, a-incompressible surfaces in the complement of Kp,q correspond to edge paths of the Diagram which are minimal in the sense that no edge is retraced and no two edges of a triangle are traced in succession.
Equivalently, each such surface may be associated with a continued fraction expansian of p/q in which all entries have absolute value greater than or equal to two. An edge path in the Diagram whose sequence of vertices is {I/O> r/l, PI/% p2/92, * * * 9 pn/qn =p/q) corresponds to a continued fraction expansion Our strategy is to expand the Diagram in such a way that certain essential branched surfaces are represented by edge paths in the expanded Diagram. The cusp locus of these branched surfaces contains peripheral circles which are meridians of the knot, and the number of meridional cusp circles is readily apparent in the associated edge path. It follows from work of Gabai and Oertel [4] that the presence of two meridional cusp circles ensures that the branched surface remains essential in the manifold obtained from any nontrivial Dehn surgery. The reason, in essence, is that after Dehn filling with nontrivial coefficients, these cusp circles will wind at least twice longitudinally, precluding the existence of compressing disks or monogons. Using our path representations, we obtain such an essential branched surface in the exterior of any two-bridge knot which is not a torus knot.
The use of two meridional cusps to ensure that an essential lamination is persistent is the generalization to laminations of the criterion proven in the case of surfaces by Bill Menasco. See Theorem 4 of [6] .
Each branched surface 2 in our constructions has the same form in the extreme levels. In levels above 1 (below 01, 2 consists of a pair of disks, each containing a single maximum (minimum), which enclose the level arcs of the knot. In level 1 (O), S therefore consists of two circles of slope l/O (p/q), each enclosing two punctures. A lamination which is fully carried by 2 consists of parallel circles of slope l/O (p/q).
Slightly below level 1, a maximum of the branch locus is encountered in each circle of the level set of 2, so that a digon emerges below it. A saddle then joins the inner boundary arc of this digon to the other side of the circle, separating the punctures as in Fig. 6(a) . Between this saddle and the next critical point, a level set of 2 is a train track consisting of circles around each puncture joined by a pair of arcs. The saddles of a lamination carried by ,X attach to all of the circles at one end, but only penetrate part way at the other, as in Fig.  6(b) . A tube is thus formed around the knot with leaves of the lamination spiraling toward it. It is important to the construction that the directions of spiraling be fixed at the beginning. We will assume (arbitrarily) that the leaves spiral inward in the clockwise direction at top left and bottom right, counterclockwise at top right and bottom left, as in saddles joining the circles at the end of each arc as the height decreases toward 0, and minima of the branch locus occurring as one side of each saddle merges with the original arc. Note that for this to be possible with the given spiraling directions, p must be even.
The arcs which join pairs of circles around punctures in the level set of .Z lying just below the topmost saddles have slope O/l. Those lying just above the lowermost saddle have slope p/q. Changes in the level sets occur at critical points of the height function, of which there are two types to consider: saddle points occurring away from the branch locus, and extrema of the branch locus itself. A saddle connecting two arcs produces a change of slope. If each level set of 2 is obtained from the previous one by surgery corresponding to a saddle, the sequence of slopes gives an edge path in the Diagram, as in [5] . In fact, the only branched surfaces we can construct using only saddles in the intermediate levels are those obtained from compact surfaces by "rolling the edges" around the knot. To obtain nontrivial examples of branched surfaces and, in particular, to create meridional cusp circles, we must introduce an event which splits the train track. This event corresponds to an extremum of the branch locus.
A typical sequence of critical points which introduces a meridional cusp is shown in Fig. 7 . The location of the cusp circle is indicated by shading in the figure. For technical reasons which facilitate the proof of Proposition 3.1 below, we split the arcs at both ends of the first saddle, so that two arcs of slope l/O remain while two new arcs, of slope O/l, are created. The level set obtained corresponds to the midpoint of an edge of the Diagram. As can be seen from the figure, the remaining critical points ultimately change the level set to one consisting of three arcs, which corresponds to the barycenter of the triangle whose vertices are labeled by the three slopes. We will therefore expand the Diagram to include edges joining the midpoints of certain edges to the barycenters of certain triangles. We will refer to these edges as channels. (The intermediate noncritical levels of the sequence traversing a channel will not be labeled with vertices. It is, in fact, possible to view this transition as a single event. See the remarks following Proposition 3.1.) We will refer to the barycenters of the triangles as dual vertices, since they are the vertices of the graph dual to the Diagram. In the level set corresponding to a dual vertex, we will refer to the puncture where the three arcs join as the hub.
There are, of course, four possible positions for the hub in the level set corresponding to any barycenter. However, since exactly the same slopes are obtained if the picture is rotated by 180", we will restrict our attention to the cases in which the hub is at the upper or lower left. The channels are thus divided into two clusses: those for which the hub at the barycenter is at the upper left will be called upper channels, and those for which the hub at the barycenter is at the lower left will be called lower channels. We also assign an orientation to each triangle of the Diagram. This orientation is defined to be positive if a counterclockwise transit of the vertices gives the ordering (e/o, o/o, o/e) up to even permutation; the opposite orientation will be called negative.
We now determine the location of channels in the expanded Diagram. For this purpose, it is most convenient to begin at a barycenter and consider the possible sequences of critical points making the transition to a midpoint. It is necessary to consider positively and negatively oriented triangles separately. Using a change of coordinates which preserves the spiraling directions and the parity of the slopes, we may assume that the three slopes are either The location of channels is summarized in Fig. 9 where the labels at the vertices denote the parity of the slopes associated to them ("0" = odd, "e" = even>. Since each channel "jumps over" an edge of the original Diagram, the graph is no longer planar.
For purposes of determining which paths correspond to laminations which are essential, the juncture of the channels at a midpoint is to be thought of as the switch of a train track, with bifurcations as shown in Fig. 9 . When denoting an edge path (or part of it), we will refer to a midpoint vertex by an ordered pair of slopes, where the order indicates the direction in which the path crosses the vertex. Definition. We say that a path in the graph is allowable if no vertex is visited twice, no two midpoints of edges of the same triangle are visited, all switches are traversed smoothly, and the channels leading to and from any dual vertex belong to the same class. (This last condition is obviously necessary if the path is to be realized by a sequence of critical points). Note that a minimal edge path in the sense of Hatcher-Thurston is allowable. Proof. Recall that each continued fraction expansion of p/q corresponds to an edges path from l/O to p/q in the original Diagram, and that all such paths are contained in a finite subcomplex which has the form of a strip composed of "fans" of triangles opening in alternating directions. We show that an allowable path containing a pair of channels exists by examining this subcomplex. The even continued fraction expansion for p/q corresponds to the minimal edge path which turns across an even number of triangles at each comer. Since this path passes through the vertices l/O and O/l, it passes through no vertex of o/o parity. Without loss of generality, we assume that bi is positive and bi+I is the first negative entry. Hence the initial segment of the even edge path looks like the path shown by dotted lines in Fig. 10 .
We note that given any group of three adjacent triangles meeting at an o/e or e/o vertex, there is always an allowable path joining the two outer corners. This path proceeds from the o/o corner to the midpoint of the edge joining this corner to the vertex colon to all three triangles, then via a channel to the barycenter of the middle triangle, and finally via another channel to the midpoint of either edge containing the other corner. (See Fig. 9.) We construct the path giving the conclusion of Lemma 3.2 using the group of three triangles which meet at the vertex corresponding to bi with one o/o vertex on the upper boundary of the strip and the other o/o vertex on the lower boundary. In the case that bi > 2, the initial segment proceeds along the upper boundary and the first channel attaches to the midpoint of the edge containing the o/o vertex. In the case that bi = 2, the initial segment proceeds along the lower boundary and we use the other choice of channel. In both cases, the final standard segment of the path proceeds along the boundary of the strip to p/q. This construction is shown by bold lines in the first two diagrams of Fig. 10 . ~temativeIy, we can use the group of triangles meeting at the vertex corresponding to bi+l. This alternative construction is shown by bold lines in the last two diagrams of Proof. We once again use an appropriate group of three triangles meeting at the vertex corresponding to bi to construct an allowable path with a pair of channels, as shown in Fig. 11 . The minimal edge path corresponding to the even continued fraction expansion is shown in dotted lines, and the allowable path giving the conclusion of the lemma is shown in bold lines. q Remark. Recall that one cusp meridian is obtained for each channel. Combining the above constructions it is possible for many knots Kp,q to obtain more than two cusp meridians. In particular, if m is the number of switches in sign for the even continued fraction expansion of p/q (i.e., the number of pairs of adjacent entries with opposite sign), then one can produce at least 2m meridians. If Kp,q is fibred, then we get exactly 2m, the number found by Gabai and Kazez [3] for the suspension of A', the stable lamination of the monodromy map.
In general there are several choices of path producing the same number of meridians for a given knot. Some examples giving the number of meridians found by [3] for fibred knots are shown in Figs. 12-14. Conjecture. This is the maximal number of meridians for a lamination in the exterior of a fibred knot.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If p/q satisfies the hypothesis of neither Lemma 3.2 nor Lemma 3.3 then p/q = [2, 2,. . . , 21. It is easily shown by induction that q is one more than the number of entries in the expansion and p = q -1. Thus KP,q = K (4-1)/q = K-w which is clearly a torus knot. We also refer the reader to [3] , in which it is proven using more geometric methods that Kp,q is a torus knot if and only if p/q = [2, 2,. . . , 21 (assuming p even, etc.). 0 Given a path CT from l/O to p/q, we have seen how to construct a branched surface 2 whose noncritical levels correspond to the vertices of V. We now show that z is essential if v is allowable and that 2 remains essential after nontrivial Dehn filling if o contains two or more channels.
For ease in the analysis below, it is convenient to assume that all saddles traversing edges which lie in the original Diagram, as well as the first saddle of any channel (i.e., the one closest to a mid~int vertex), attach to both sides of each arc, as shown in Fig. 15 . This has the effect of separating the complementary regions above and below these critical levels.
Let N(X) be an Z-bundle neighborhood of 2'. Recall that we must show the following [4] : (i) 2 has no disks or half-disks of contact.
(ii) C$$?(2?') is incompressible and &incompressible in ~\Int(~(~)), there are no monogons in M\Int(iV(z)), and no component of ?&N(2) is a sphere or disk properly embedded in M (equivalently, 2 carries no sphere or disk).
(iii) M\ Int(N(ZI)) is irreducible, and &M\Int(N(Lf)) is incompressible in M\ IntWCD.
(iv) 2 contains no Reeb branched surfaces.
(v) X fully carries a lamination. We begin by showing (v), that 2 fully carries a lamination. To see this, note that each of the portions of 1; cut off by horizontal levels above and below a single critical point fully carries a prelamination formed by "thickening" the sectors of 2 as products of parallel leaves (see, for example, Figs. 4(b) and 15) . These pieces may be glued together at their upper and lower boundaries to form a prelamination fully carried by 2, from which a lamination is obtained by splitting singular leaves.
We next show that ,S contains no embedded smooth (unbranched) subsurfaces, except possibly a torus parallel to @V(K) (which only occurs if there are no channels). This establishes (iv) and the latter part (sphere and disk condition) of (ii). Furthermore, since knot complements are irreducible, and no component of C$,ZV(X) is a sphere, we automatically have that M\Int (N(B) is irreducible. The latter part of condition (iii) is irrelevant, since Z is disjoint from NM. Suppose S is an embedded subsurface of $. The intersection of S with any noncritical level must be a union of (smooth, embedded) circles; it can contain no edge of the level train track which is not part of a smooth embedded circuit. Examining the construction, we see that if there are no channels, S must be a torus parallel to LUV(K). On the other hand, if there is a channel, S would have to contain a saddle which joins a level circle to a level arc, which, as we just pointed out, is impossible.
Next we check that condition (ii) is satisfied by each component of M\ Int (N(2) ).
By construction, the component of M\Int(N(2)) which contains XV(K) is (topologically) a cored solid torus. A 3-ball with a single circle of cusp (i.e., annulus of vertical boundary) in its boundary is formed each time a midpoint vertex is crossed, since the saddles entering and leaving a midpoint vertex are parallel if (and only if) the switch is traversed smoothly (see Fig. 16 ). In addition, there are several components of M\Int(N(D) corresponding to each standard segment of (+ and a component associated to each pair of channels. Any component associated to a minimal standard segment is a solid torus with cusp circles on its boundary which wind twice meridionally and two or more times longitudinally (this follows immediately from a slight modification of the arguments in [5] ); hence, its horizontal boundary satisfies condition (ii). It only remains to check that condition (ii) holds for the complementary region corresponding to a pair of channels.
Claim. The complementary component corresponding to a pair of channels is topologically a ball.
Proof. Consider a portion of this component lying between two consecutive critical levels of the horizontal boundary. We observe that a level set of this piece consists (topologically) of one or more disks, and that all but one of these disks are digons (i.e., their boundaries consist of two arcs in a,, and two in a,>. The digons disappear at critical levels of the cusp locus. That is, these digons are the level sets of half-balls with a strip of vertical boundary which attach along their digon faces to the piece above or below this one. The remaining disks are the level sets of a D2 X I. Thus, if we attach the half-balls described above to their respective D2 x Z pieces, we obtain a topological ball between each consecutive pair of critical levels. We observe further that the region of contact between each consecutive pair of these balls is a disk; therefore, the entire component is a ball. (See Fig. 17) . The horizontal boundary of this ball will satisfy (ii) if its vertical boundary is connected, i.e., if the cusp locus in the boundary of this ball is a single circle. Without loss of generality, we check this for the channels of Fig, 8 .
The cusp locus on the boundary of the complementary ball created by a pair of channels intersects the level set corresponding to a dual vertex in six cusp points, three at the hub and one at each of the outer punctures. The channel-traversing saddles create arcs of cusp locus which join each cusp point at the hub with the cusp point at one of the other punctures. Fig. 18 depicts these connections for the channels of Fig. 8 . The cusp points which are connected are marked by arcs across their enclosed angles, like those demarcating congruent angles in plane geometry. Shading has been used to help identify the level digons lying above or below arcs of cusp which connect cusp points in a level. Note that a partial saddle creates an arc of cusp locus where the leaves bifurcate. It is clear from Fig. 18 that the cusp locus forms a single circle when the channels of an allowable pair are traversed sequentially.
In the course of this discussion we have shown that each cusp circle either lies with slope not equal to l/O or O/l in a torus contained in 2, or it lies on the boundary of a 3-ball in the complement of 2:. In the former case, this circle clearly cannot bound an embedded disk. In the latter case, there can be no disk of contact bounded by this circle because 2 carries no spheres. Since 2 is disjoint from aA4 = XV(K), there can be no half-disks of contact. This establishes condition (i> and completes the proof that 2 is essential.
Finally we consider the status of 2 after a nontrivial Dehn filling. The only complementary region of M\N (Z) which is affected by Dehn filling is the one containing M4, which changes from a cored solid torus to a solid torus. All conditions for 2 to be essential clearly remain satisfied except, possibly, (ii). Given two or more channels, there are two or more annuli of vertical boundary isotopic to meridional annuli on M4. After Dehn filling with coefficients other than l/O, these annuli of vertical boundary intersect a meridian of the filled solid torus at least twice, so (ii) remains satisfied and L$ remains essential. This completes the proof of the proposition. surface. Two meridional cusp circles are formed as part of the branching structure which allows these surfaces to meet smoothly.
Remark.
One can construct saddles which make the transition between adjacent dual vertices, as shown in Fig. 21 . At each dual vertex there are six choices, two for each of the neighboring triangles. Each saddle is characterized by the vertex to which it moves the level set and the slope of the arc which it leaves untouched.
The complementary region corresponding to a pair of channels separated by a sequence of moves between dual vertices is a handlebody. This handlebody is arranged like a vertical ladder, with one rung for each saddle between dual vertices. (Between critical levels, the complementary region is a D2 X Z with cusps. At critical levels between dual vertices, successive pieces meet along two disks, one of which is a digon and the other a 4-gon. The vertical strands of cusp are joined at the top and bottom rungs by the channels.) To determine the position of the cusp locus on the boundary of this handlebody, we follow the strands of cusp as they travel down the poles and over the rungs of this ladder. Alternatively, we may "surger" each handle by pinching along a square of horizontal boundary where the cross-section is a digon (see Fig. 22 ) and see if the cusp locus on the boundary of the resulting ball is connected. Note that a rotation of the cusp points at the hub occurs at each saddle between dual vertices.
Whereas many individual examples of branched surfaces created in this way are essential (and, hence, also remain essential after surgery), an applicable set of criteria which will determine in general if such a branched surface is essential has not currently been devised. No new applications are presently known for this construction.
